[Is the topography of Alzheimer's disease lesions a clue to their pathogenesis?].
Neurofibrillary changes, labelled by antitau antibodies and deposits, labelled by anti-A beta antibodies, were counted in 6 cortical areas in 29 prospectively studied cases (Charles Foix Longitudinal Study). The intellectual status had been assessed by the Blessed test score; 10% of the cases were found to be normal (score > 27), 10 other percents were deeply demented (score < 2) and the other cases were regularly distributed over the intermediate values. Tau positive neurofibrillary changes were present in the hippocampus and in the parahippocampal gyrus even in intellectually normal cases. They were found in a primary sensory cortex (the visual cortex) only in the most severely affected cases. Associative cortices were spared in the normal cases and in the least demented patients. They were involved only at a critical value of the Blessed Test Score. A beta deposits involved more areas than the neurofibrillary pathology and their distribution was less systematically organized. Their density was poorly correlated with the intellectual status. Neuritic plaques, made of an amyloid core and of a crown of tau positive neurites, were present only in those areas that also contained neurofibrillary tangles. Our findings support the contention that neurofibrillary pathology, involving a set of short range, "feed-backward", cortico-cortical connections, is a close correlate of dementia. The role of A beta deposits remains unclear. Although poorly connected with dementia, they could be the remote initiator of the pathological cascade that leads to the neurofibrillary pathology, immediate cause of the cortical dysfunction.